
Yangon Full Moon 
(or any other moon) 

Hash House Harriers 

10 November 2017 – Run #156 

Utterly temporarily mismanaged by: 

GM 
Deputy GM 
RA. 
HASH CASH 
HASH VENUES 

Le Pimp 
Six Dirty Tongues 
Prison Break 
Little Boy 
Gigolo Joe 

HASHERDABBER 
HASH SCRIBE 
HASH FLASH 
HARE RAISER 
GM Emeritus 
HASH Master List 

Six Dirty Tongues 
Comatose 
Dr. No 
Bouncing Balls 
BoBo 
BoBo 

HASH HOTLINE:–DON’T HAVE ONE.  
(In case of Emergency call Le Pimp on 09 250 86 41 26) 

RECEDING HARELINE: 

 157 14 December 2017 Asylum Seeker and Cum Chuckler 

 158 26 January 2018 20th anniversary of YFMH  

 159 ?? February 2018 Volunteer 

 160 ?? March 2018 Volunteer 

Members participate at their own mental, 

physical and any other risk! 

---------------------------------------------- 

HASH FEE: K 15,000 (give or take a little) 
---------------------------------------------- 
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YANGON FULL MOON (OR ANY OTHER MOON) HASH HOUSE HARRIERS 

Who/What are we? 

We are euphemistically known 
as a Drinking Club with a 

Running Problem!  

The YFMH3 meets 
whenever the mood takes 

it (the Full Moon being 
optional) and completes a 

Hash Run at a location chosen 
by the Hare. The main objective is to work up a thirst. 

After the Run, the Hashers enjoy a round or two of well-chilled 
beers where the perpetrators of noteworthy misdeeds are 
recognised (this is known as the “Circle”). 

The evening is completed with a scrumptious dinner party 
(known as the “On On On”) held at a venue that is also chosen 

by the Hare, where more beers are drunk and drunk is how most 
people end up. 

The YFMH3 is open to everyone. Costs are usually kept down 
to K 15,000, which is inclusive of all drinks and food but fees 
may be increased whenever the GM sees fit! 

Hashing is an inherently stupid and occasionally dangerous 
pastime but some people don’t like to take responsibility for their 
own decisions. To protect our flabby arses from such selfish 
idiots the YFMH3 Kennel has a simple premise: 

“You hash at your own risk. All hospital and funeral expenses 
are your own responsibility. If you get lost, hurt, or too tired to 
go on, deal with it and don’t annoy anyone.” 

On On!! 

Full Moon Hash Re-Run #156 

Hare: Six Dirty Tongues, Finocchio, Le Pimp  

Venue: Le Pimp and Comatose's house of pleasure 

Runners: 23 

Weather: Thirsty 

Time/Distance: 90 min / xx km incorporating 3 Beer Stops. 

The Run 
The following ReRun was provided in all its glory by Major Discharge – who honoured us with one of his rare visits. The 
Editor takes no responsibility for its veracity even if he is a lawyer who should know better than to disseminate false news and 
indulge in libellous tales. 

I was absolutely delighted when upon my return to Yangon I saw that there was a full moon hash on my 
first night back in 3 months, and made every effort to arrive on time. I was delighted to 'volunteer' to do the 
write up - in true hash fashion; Comatose directed that I do it, and no one else objected... 
 
Full Moon Hash #156 got off to a fantastic start with Le Pimp arranging 
adequate hydration for all hashers.  I'm sure it was actually part of a 
masterplan to overcome the need for the minimum number of hashers 
at checks, since all the FRBs (and BRBs for that matter) had been 
handicapped by shots of vodka.  I say say shots - but that was for the 
lucky ones; most glasses were three times that size.   
 
Out into the streets of Yangon we went, looking for bits of chalk and 
flour instead of the customary paper.  From Golden Valley, we headed 
up Inya Road towards Tha Htone Street.  We doubled back on 
ourselves and popped out on Pyay Road then headed into Sanchaung 
and criss-crossed many small roads.  Le Pimp gave 
misconstructions to look out for some place name, that I forget but 
luckily Gigolo Joe didn't - and we arrived at the first beer stop.  All I recall is that it was Myanmars equivalent of a 
SevenEleven.  From there until the next beer stop, it was pretty much off paper the whole way, since all markings 
had been washed away (or maybe not even laid), but success was there when a secret Carlsberg  
Bar emerged .  Good to see the local employees tasting their product and in a true alignment with labour laws, the 
chap I spoke seemed very happy; having been 'tasting' for the last three days, in the same place, without sleep... 
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We then continued on back across Pyay Road, and U Wisara, 
from where we cut through to Inya Road via Shwe Li Road then 
up some dark alley where with torches having faded Hash Cats 
came at us out the darkness to scare the shit out of the FRBs. 
Luckily Le Pimp had tactically parked the final beer stop at the top 
of this alley and much needed refreshment was taken before 
heading back to Le Pimp & Comatose house for the circle and 
well needed down-downs after approx 7km of which I reckon 
6.5km was off paper.   
 
On On On was at Friendship, but I left early (editors note: !!) and 

missed the naming that are rumoured to have taken place, but can only surmise that it went on late, since I heard 
the next day that Weedwanker had been seen running out of Savoy with bottles of wine at midnight to replenish 
the hashers after Friendship closed. 

The On-Down 

In photos below. Major event: Naming of Anouk into Sex in the Bush! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Announcement 

In the extended absence of GM Emeritus, BoBo, it has been noted that the misorganisation of the Full 
Moon Hash has been less than stellar. Therefore Le Pimp has volunteered to take overuntil further notice 
and has decided to start his reign by leading from the front and tonight’s shenanigans will commence at 
his abode and will be led by him. Do you want to be the Hare at the negst Hash? See Le Pimp to get your 
name onto the list to win fame and fortune and to be recognised for posterity. 
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Negst Hash: Negst Hares: 

 14 December 2027 Assylum Seeker and Cum Chuckler 

 

WANT TO DO (DRINK) MORE??? 

In order keep the Hash humming along in its usual well-oiled-machine type fashion, we need several 
outstanding, responsible and enthusiastic Hashers to fulfil a plethora of responsibilities. Barring that, 
we will take anyone who is semi-coherent, who can occasionally stand upright and doesn’t drool too 
much. OK we’ll take anybody. So if you want to join us in mismanaging please contact us. 

 

Future Hash Events: 

Xmas run Yangon 15 December 2017 
(First ever) Hash Ball Yangon  24March 2018 
Interhash 2018 Nadi, Fiji 25 to 27 May 2018 
80th Birthday of Mother Hash Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 14 to 16 Sep 2018 

 

 

 
 


